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Interlaboratory Study for Characterizing Monoclonal Antibodies 
by Top-Down and Middle-Down Mass Spectrometry

A full list of authors and affiliations appears at the end of the article.

Abstract

The Consortium for Top-Down Proteomics (www.topdownproteomics.org) launched the present 

study to assess the current state of top-down mass spectrometry (TD MS) and middle-down mass 

spectrometry (MD MS) for characterizing monoclonal antibody (mAb) primary structures, 

including their modifications. To meet the needs of the rapidly growing therapeutic antibody 

market, it is important to develop analytical strategies to characterize the heterogeneity of a 

therapeutic product’s primary structure accurately and reproducibly. The major objective of the 

present study is to determine whether current TD/MD MS technologies and protocols can add 

value to the more commonly employed bottom-up (BU) approaches with regard to confirming 

protein integrity, sequencing variable domains, avoiding artifacts, and revealing modifications and 

their locations. We also aim to gather information on the common TD/MD MS methods and 

practices in the field. A panel of three mAbs was selected and centrally provided to 20 laboratories 

worldwide for the analysis: Sigma mAb standard (SiLuLite), NIST mAb standard, and the 

therapeutic mAb Herceptin (trastuzumab). Various MS instrument platforms and ion dissociation 

techniques were employed. The present study confirms that TD/MD MS tools are available in 

laboratories worldwide and provide complementary information to the BU approach that can be 

crucial for comprehensive mAb characterization. The current limitations, as well as possible 

solutions to overcome them, are also outlined. A primary limitation revealed by the results of the 

present study is that the expert knowledge in both experiment and data analysis is indispensable to 

practice TD/MD MS.
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INTRODUCTION

The complete characterization of protein therapeutics (amino acid sequence, clipping or 

truncation, glycosylation profiling, disulfide bonding patterns, secondary and higher order 

structure, etc.)1 and associated impurities (e.g., host cell proteins) are a major concern for 

the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries.2 The structural characterization of 

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), both as therapeutics and as reagents, is an essential part of 

their production and regulatory approval.3 It could be envisioned that the in-depth 

characterization of a protein drug in the future will be as complete and rapid as it is for small 

molecule drugs today, but there are no standard protocols or technologies (yet). Considering 

its importance in small molecule characterization, high-performance mass spectrometry is 

likely to play a prominent role in this endeavor. The recent progress in development, 

industrial, and regulatory acceptance of the multiattribute method (MAM) that includes MS 

procedures for mAb characterization is an example.4-8 MAM has been developed to monitor 

and quantify the array of post-translational modifications (PTMs) found on biotherapeutic 

molecules during product characterization, in-process control, Good Manufacturing Practice 

(GMP) release and stability testing steps.4

The market for therapeutic proteins, specifically the monoclonal antibody (mAb) market, 

has significantly increased in the past decade (7–18% growth each year).9 mAb sales 

exceeded 98 billion USD as of December 2017 and are to grow to 130–200 billion USD by 

2022.9,10 In 2019 alone, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Center for Drug 

Evaluation and Research approved three mAbs, ten biosimilars, one nanobody, one single 

chain Fv (scFv), and three antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) as drugs 

(www.antibodysociety.org).11,12 At least 79 novel antibodies are under investigation in late-

stage clinical studies.13

Regulatory agencies (e.g., FDA and Pharmacopeia) require thorough characterization of all 

new drug products before their approval. However, compared to characterizing small 

molecules, therapeutic mAbs present distinct challenges for the analytical laboratory. In 

addition to their large size—on the order of 150 kDa for a full-sized mAb—the presence of 
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post-translational modifications (PTMs), such as glycosylation, oxidation, and deamidation, 

add to the structural complexity and heterogeneity of mAbs.14 Such PTMs can be referred to 

as critical quality attributes (CQAs) and may occur during production, purification, or 

storage.15 Because biotherapeutics are primarily produced in recombinant expression 

systems (i.e., Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells), the final product is heterogeneous. 

Changes in these systems may manifest as variation in number and distribution of 

proteoforms,16 alter efficacy and binding characteristics, or be immunogenic.17 As a result, 

comprehensive structural characterization, from primary structure to proteoform elucidation 

of therapeutic mAbs, is essential.2,3,18,19

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful tool for protein characterization.2,20,21 Two major 

methodologies that are commonly employed in MS-based protein/proteome analysis are top-

down (TD) and bottom-up (BU). The BU approach utilizes proteases or chemical means to 

cleave proteins at backbone sites to generate smaller, more readily ionizable peptides that are 

then further fragmented in the gas phase via tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to 

elucidate sequence and delineate the presence of modifications.22-26 TD MS strategies 

eschew the use of proteolytic enzymes, providing the intact masses of the molecules being 

studied, which in turn can determine the presence of multiple proteoforms.27 MS/MS 

fragmentation of the intact proteins and large protein subunits can provide amino acid 

resolution for interpretation of sequence heterogeneity and presence of PTMs.21,27,28

Currently, standard workflows for mAb structural characterization are centered around 

peptide mapping—analysis of trypsin-derived peptides of 0.6–2 kDa size.4,5 However, this 

trypsin-based BU approach does not provide 100% sequence coverage for all mAbs. For 

example, the blockbuster biotherapeutic, Humira (adalimumab, the world’s number 1 drug 

in sales value), has a very long, more than 50 amino acids, sequence stretch without lysine 

or arginine residues, which are the specific cleavage sites of trypsin. Therefore, this region of 

adalimumab may remain unaccounted for (invisible) in a trypsin-based BU approach. To 

achieve complete sequence coverage and improve PTM characterization, a BU approach 

employing multiple enzymes is usually required. The additional enzymes are selected to 

provide cleavage specificity or cleavage frequency complementary to that of trypsin. 

Examples include chymotrypsin, Lys-C, Glu-C, Asp-N, and Sap9.23,26,29,30 However, 

alkylation, followed by digestion with trypsin and other enzymes, entails reaction conditions 

that can increase the likelihood of artifacts, such as amino acid isomerization, deamidation, 

or oxidation.26,31

TD MS-associated technologies have advanced greatly over the past few decades.32,33 Since 

the development of electrospray ionization (ESI), advances in TD MS have focused on two 

areas—instrumentation and fragmentation approaches.21,34 Advances, such as improved 

mass accuracy and resolving power, came with the development of mass analyzers, such as 

the time-of-flight (TOF), Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR), and Orbitrap.
35-37 Newer ion activation/dissociation methods such as electron capture/transfer 

dissociation (ECD, ETD),38,39 ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD),40 and more efficient 

matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) matrices for in-source decay (ISD) 

fragmentation41,42 drastically increase the sequence and PTM information that can be 

obtained in TD MS experiments. These technological advances have been supported by the 
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corresponding TD/MD-specific developments in data analysis tools, such as deconvolution 

of highly convoluted product ion distributions and product ion annotation approaches.43-47 

As a result, TD MS/proteomics has emerged as a powerful tool in basic, translational, and 

clinical research, not only for protein identification but also for large-scale proteoform 

elucidation.

Unlike BU approaches, TD MS offers extensive, if not complete, sequence coverage and 

proteoform mapping in a single experiment, and relies on sample handling protocols 

minimizing the introduction of artifactual modifications (e.g., oxidation and deamidation). 

Among other virtues, proteoform mapping provides valuable information on the integrity of 

a mAb, informing about structural integrity of a whole mAb in solution, which is inherently 

lost in the BU approach.48 However, for proteins of 150 kDa size, overall sequence coverage 

based on current TD MS technologies remains incomplete.49-53 Therefore, reducing the size 

of the target proteins through reduction of mAbs into their heavy and light chain (Hc and Lc) 

subunits is often required to provide more detailed information, Figure 1.33,54-57

Furthermore, artifact-minimizing enzymatic processing of intact mAbs into 25–50 kDa 

subunits by use of structure- specific proteases, for example, IdeS and KGP, has recently 

received attention.58-60 Separating mAbs by backbone cleavage above (KGP) or below 

(IdeS) the hinge region yields a monovalent antigen-binding fragment (Fab) or a bivalent 

F(ab′)2 subunit, respectively, and a fragment crystallizable (Fc) glycosylated subunit, Figure 

1. Further size reduction of large F(ab) and F(ab′)2 subunits is typically accomplished with 

the use of disulfide bond chemical reduction, to yield smaller subunits: Lc, Fd′ (the N-

terminal part of an Hc), and Fc/2 (the C-terminal part of an Hc). Chemical reduction of S-S 

bonds can be performed by use of, for example, TCEP or DTT. Naturally, the number of 

amino acids in the Fd′ and Fc/2 subunits formed with IdeS or KGP enzymes will be 

different.

Despite the relatively large size of typical mAb subunits (Lc, Hc, F(ab), Fd′, and Fc/2), 

enzymatic or chemical separation of an intact mAb into these smaller components for MS-

based analysis should be referred to as middle-up (MU) MS, and their MS/MS analysis as 

middle-down (MD) MS.27 For example, the combination of MU and MD measurements 

were previously applied to detect the reference sequence errors and curation of the 

cetuximab and natalizumab sequences.33,57 Certain MD proteomics approaches may utilize 

even more extensive protein cleavage specificity, yielding proteolytic peptides in the range 

of 3–7 kDa,25,61,62 as demonstrated for mAbs analysis.26

To assess the added-value of the current technologies and protocols offered by TD/MD MS 

for characterizing mAbs compared to BU MS, the present study was launched and 

supervised by the Consortium for Top-Down Proteomics (www.topdownproteomics.org). 

This study engaged 20 laboratories worldwide. All of the groups who volunteered have 

some level of expertise in TD/MD MS, but several had limited or no experience with 150 

kDa mAb proteins. Three commercially available mAbs (SiLuLite mAb, NIST mAb, and 

trastuzumab, vide infra) were centrally provided to participants. Each group performed 

TD/MD MS experiments following their own best practices and approaches on all or some 

of the provided mAbs. A broad range of MS instruments and ion activation/dissociation 
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techniques was employed. To provide a detailed description of the employed techniques and 

the results obtained, the current report is supported by Supporting Information. It presents 

results of data analysis in the form of box-plots (Figures S1-S26) and experimental results 

(Figures S27-S66), as well as tables with sample information, description of the employed 

methods and techniques, as well as selected results overview (Tables S1-S16).

Ultimately, the study highlights the current state of TD/MD MS to address the challenges for 

ensuring the quality of biotechnology medicinal products, their limitations, and where future 

development is needed. This report and perspective should be of value not only to protein 

mass spectrometrists who are interested in TD/MD MS and biopharmaceutical scientists 

currently engaged in characterization of therapeutic proteins but also to students and early 

career researchers who wish to be educated in the important field of mAb structure 

characterization.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Initial Antibody Sample Preparation.

Three commercially available mAbs (immunoglobulin G or IgG, isotype 1) were provided to 

participants in equal amounts (from 50 to 100 μg/sample): Sigma mAb standard (SiLuLite, 

IgG1 lambda, CHO, Sigma); NIST mAb standard (HzIgG1 kappa, NS0, NIST) and 

Herceptin (trastuzumab, HzIgG1 kappa, CHO, Roche); see Table S1 for mAb sequence 

information, Table S2 for details about sample preparation and handling, and Table S3 for 

the results of quality control measurements. Each mAb was provided in three forms for 

different experimental workflows, Figure 1: (i) intact form for mass measurements and TD 

analysis of the 150 kDa mAbs; (ii) mAbs digested by use of the highly specific protease 

KGP (GingisKHAN, Genovis, Lund, Sweden);63 and (iii) mAbs digested by the IdeS 

protease (Fabricator, Genovis).64 In the latter case, the Fc subunit integrity is due to the 

noncovalent bonds between the two Fc/2 parts. The enzyme/protein ratio for IdeS and KGP 

digestion corresponded to the manufacturer’s suggestions (Genovis). Briefly, one unit of 

enzyme was added to each microgram of a mAb for IdeS digestion,58 and two units of 

enzyme were added to each microgram of a mAb for KGP digestion.59 Sequence 

information for each mAb, with the CDR sequences outlined and IdeS/KGP digestion sites 

highlighted can be found in Table S1. The molecular formulas and calculated masses of 

modified and unmodified intact mAbs involved in the study and their subunits are presented, 

together with the details on the atomic masses and abundances employed for the 

calculations, in Tables S4-S7.

Quality control measurements were performed prior to sample shipping (Table S3 and 

Figures S27-S29). The samples were shipped on dry ice, after one freeze-thaw cycle, with 

intact mAbs and their subunits dissolved at high concentration (from 1 to 10 μg/μL in either 

formulation buffers (intact mAbs) or buffers used for proteolytic digestions (in which case 

the pH was reduced by addition of formic acid to quench the enzymatic reaction). Note that 

no reduction of the disulfide bonds was performed before distributing mAbs to participants. 

The recommended storage conditions were +4 °C for intact mAbs and −20 °C for digests. 

The participating groups were responsible for sample storage and handling according to 

their best practices.
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Sample Fractionation and Ionization.

Participants were provided the opportunity to decide on the best workflow to purify or 

separate the intact mAbs and their subunits prior to ionization and TD/MD MS analysis.34 In 

most cases, each group used a separation method that they had already established in that 

laboratory for the types of samples with which they were familiar (Table S8). Groups 

performing online liquid chromatography (LC) or capillary electrophoresis (CE) coupled 

with ESI did not typically perform sample cleanup prior to sample fractionation/separation. 

Conversely, off-line desalting and adduct removal was performed by most groups that were 

either directly infusing mAb samples (with a syringe or nanoESI needles, or by use of a 

TriVersa Nanomate robot from Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, NY) or spotting them onto a 

MALDI plate. The most commonly employed desalting techniques were reversed-phase LC 

followed by sample collection and solid-phase extraction. Details on the experimental 

sample preparation (including approaches to disulfide bonds reduction) and fractionation 

(separation) methods and parameters used by each participant can be found in Table S8.

Mass Spectrometry.

The groups performed TD/MD MS measurements with different instruments, both 

commercially available and customized (Table S9). The mass analyzers in the present study 

are TOF, ICR, and Orbitrap FTMS. TOF MS and FT-ICR MS instruments were coupled 

with either ESI or MALDI ion sources, whereas Orbitrap FTMS instruments used ESI only. 

Ion activation and dissociation methods coupled to ESI source included: ETD/ECD, higher 

energy collisional dissociation/collision induced dissociation (HCD/CID), UVPD, MALDI 

ISD, and a hybrid electron transfer higher-energy collision induced dissociation (EThcD).65 

Instruments were calibrated and maintained by the use of the best laboratory practices 

specific to each participating group (data not provided). Details on the experimental MS and 

MS/MS parameters used by participants can be found in Table S9.

Data Analysis.

Complete freedom was left to the participants regarding deconvolution of both 

nonisotopically and isotopically resolved TD/MD MS spectra, as well as calculation of 

masses based on known elemental composition and product ion assignment (Table S10). The 

list of deconvolution algorithms specified by participating laboratories included: Xtract, 

THRASH, ReSpect (found in both a commercial package from Thermo Scientific and in an 

open resource as implemented, for example in the MASH Suite), SNAP and MaxEnt 

(Bruker Daltonics),66 Intact Mass (Protein Metrics), and UniDec (Oxford University, UK).67 

The list of software used for spectral processing, product ion assignment and validation 

included the commercially available BioPharma Compass (Bruker Daltonics), ProSight PC 

and BioPharma Finder (Thermo Scientific), TDValidator (Proteinaceous),68 Peak-by-Peak 

and AutoVectis (both from Spectroswiss); and the freeware packages MASH Suite Pro,45 

Informed Proteomics suite,47 ProSight Lite,44 and ISDetect.69 Software tools that bypass 

deconvolution procedures and perform direct matching of isotopic envelopes of multiply 

charged productions to simulated profiles included TDValidator, LcMsSpectator (data 

viewer in Informed Proteomics suite), and AutoVectis. A detailed description of the data 

processing and analysis tools and parameters employed by participants can be found in 
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Table S10. Notably, mass tolerance for product ion annotation in MS/MS experiments was 

typically 10 ppm, and sometimes lowered to 5 ppm. Precursor mass tolerances of up to 50 

ppm and 10 Da were reported (Table S10).

For the determination of mass accuracy or mass measurement errors (expressed in parts per 

million, ppm) from deconvolved full MS measurements, results submitted by the 

participating laboratories were compared to a single set of calculated masses (determined for 

both intact mAbs and their subunits). Such masses were calculated by the use of 

monoisotopic and average atomic masses, as well as abundances, as employed in ChemCalc 

isotopic calculator algorithm and described elsewhere (Table S4).70 The respective mAb 

sequences (Table S1) were used to generate molecular formulas further employed for 

monoisotopic and average mass calculations of mAbs and their subunits (see examples 

provided by Tables S5-S7, for data on SiLuLite mAb, NIST mAb, and trastuzumab, 

correspondingly). These computational results were achieved either with the web-version of 

ChemCalc (www.chemcalc.org) or via the desktop version of the FTMS Isotopic Simulator 

(part of Peak-by-Peak software, Spectroswiss). Note that Tables S5-S7 include all major 

proteoforms identified by participants along with unmodified and deglycosylated 

proteoforms, some of which were not present in the samples but are given here for didactic 

and self-controlling reasons. The latter is justified by the errors in molecular weight 

calculations and proteoform misassignment demonstrated in some reports.

Results of the statistical analysis, in the form of box-and-whisker plots, containing errors 

(accuracy) for MU and intact mass measurements (Figures S1-S13), as well as sequence 

coverages (Figure S14-S26), are presented in the Supporting Information. It is important to 

note that, in all box-and-whisker plots, the box indicates the interquartile range, whereas the 

horizontal line in the box is the median. All plots were generated by use of R. To perform 

annotation of glycoforms, this report follows the standard nomenclature, as outlined, for 

example in a comprehensive report on NIST mAb glycosylation profiling.71 For tandem MS 

results, sequence coverage values were obtained directly from the participants’ reports, 

without data reprocessing.

Aggregated Analysis of Results.

A compilation of sample introduction methods, MS and MS/MS instrumentation and allied 

approaches employed for the study, as reported by the participants, is depicted in Figure 2 

and in allied Tables S11 and S12.

The following brief observations could be made (Figure 2 and Tables S11 and S12): (i) most 

groups employed LC for online sample purification and separation; (ii) about half of the 

employed instruments were Orbitraps; (iii) most of the currently available MS/MS methods 

were employed, from a traditional CID to the less frequent but up-and-coming UVPD and 

MALDI ISD; (iv) most data processing approaches utilized instrument vendor provided 

software (with some packages requiring additional licenses); and (v) in most cases sequence 

maps were visualized by use of additional freeware such as the ProSight Lite tool. In 

general, most groups relied on multiple instruments, activation methods, or data analysis 

software to characterize the provided mAb samples. We shall note that in the current 

description we do not separate TD/MD MS results generated with CID (resonant collisional 
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activation and dissociation performed in ion traps) and HCD (beam-type higher energy 

collisional activation and dissociation). Further participating group-specific details of the 

experimental methods are provided in Tables S8-S10.

Bottom-Up Mass Spectrometry.

Standard BU MS approaches, that is, sample handling, mass spectrometry, and data analysis 

have been employed by several groups, as for example detailed by Smith and co-workers.72 

Details on the employed BU MS approaches, as performed by groups 1, 16, 17, and 24, are 

given in Tables S8-S10. The corresponding results are summarized in Tables S13 and S15.

■ RESULTS

The following analytical criteria of interest for mAb development, production, quality 

control, and release have been considered: (i) protein integrity, structure completeness and 

heterogeneity; (ii) glycoforms, identity and relative quantitation; (iii) protein sequence 

coverage; (iv) complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) sequencing degree; and (v) 

other PTM identity and location. These results are reported separately since each of these 

criteria represents a different level of mAb structural characterization, that is based on 

different MS methods to achieve the required information (e.g., MS-only versus MS/MS). 

Another objective of the present study was to evaluate the ease of use and reproducibility of 

TD/MD MS technologies in current laboratory practice. In this respect, the study aimed to 

evaluate the maturity of these novel MS approaches in the analytical laboratories performing 

mAb structure characterization, and potentially widen their acceptance by contract research 

organizations (CROs), biopharma companies, and proteomics facilities of research 

institutions.

Protein Structural Integrity.

The structural integrity of mAbs is one of the CQAs in mAb characterization that can reveal 

potential sources of heterogeneity, including amino acid clipping (truncation) from the C-

terminus, modification of N-terminal amino acids, glycosylation, the potential presence of 

remaining signaling peptides at the N-termini of the Lc and Hc, and overall completeness 

and stability of mAb’s primary structure. Decomposition of an intact mAb into its subunits 

by chemical and enzymatic digestion, as depicted in Figure 1, facilitates and extends the 

overall analysis of structural integrity. For example, disulfide bond reduction of a properly 

assembled intact mAb should result in release of Lc and Hc subunits. The latter may not be 

the case when mAb structural integrity is not present, which will become apparent by mass 

measurements of reaction products.

The structural integrity analysis typically starts with mass measurements at the intact mAb 

level, which is an important part of TD MS workflows.27,34 Achieving isotopic resolution of 

intact mAbs today is a challenge that requires the exceptional performance of ultrahigh 

resolution mass spectrometers.73,74 It is thus a common practice to perform mass 

measurements of intact mAbs at a (moderate) resolution sufficient to determine average 

masses of mAbs’ proteoforms.75 Attention should be paid to the isotopic mass and 

abundance table employed for calculation of the mAb’s average and monoisotopic masses, 
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which should be listed in corresponding reports (Table S4). For example, average masses for 

SiLuLite mAb and its subunits as calculated in the current study by use of ChemCalc 

resource (listed in Table S5) are consistent with the values reported in a follow-up study by 

Ge and co-workers.76 A particular benefit of isotopically resolved, and thus higher 

resolution, mass spectra is disentangling multiple contributions when more than one PTM is 

present.76

Mass measurements of intact mAbs were performed by more than half of the groups 

participating in this study (Table S12). Overall, the three mAbs analyzed demonstrated 

excellent protein integrity at the intact mass level, as expected for these samples. Notably, 

two groups using high-performance FT-ICR MS instruments isotopically resolved the intact 

mAbs and reported monoisotopic masses. Examples of the FT-ICR mass spectra of the three 

intact mAbs showing isotopic resolution of the 53+ charge state are shown in Figure S34. To 

obtain isotopic resolution of these heavy molecules, resolving power exceeding 300 000 at 

the target m/z was achieved by use of a 12 T FT-ICR MS, which correlates with the 

published results generated with FT-ICR MS or Orbitrap FTMS instruments.73,74,76 Other 

groups relied on lower resolution mass spectra that are not isotopically resolved (Figures 

S30-S33). The average masses of mAbs’ proteoforms were obtained from the charge state 

envelopes generated by ESI MS (Figure 3) or singly or doubly charged components in 

MALDI MS (data not shown).77

To highlight the variation of reported results, the mass measurement errors (expressed in 

ppm) are presented in this report by both their mean values (Table 1) and their median 

values. The latter are represented via box-and-whisker plots showing the mass measurement 

error distributions (Figures S1-S13).

The mass measurement errors achieved through the determination of the monoisotopic mass 

were not substantially different from those observed for the groups reporting the average 

intact mAb mass (Figures S1-S3). Indeed, large protein size is known to result in wide 

isotopic distributions and difficulties in accurately defining monoisotopic masses. In 

practice, the monoisotopic mass has to be calculated based on statistical methods (e.g., using 

the averagine approach) that can lead to the associated errors for such large biomolecules.77 

In addition, post-translational modifications (particularly disulfide bonds), incomplete 

desolvation, and salt adducts (such as sodium) can introduce overlapping isotopic profiles 

that further complicate the deconvolution and limit the mass accuracy that can be achieved.
78

To improve the accuracy of their mass measurement, intact mAbs can be broken down into 

large, 25–100 kDa, subunits by use of enzymatic or chemical sample processing as depicted 

in Figure 1. The mass measurements of these subunits usually provide results from which Lc 

(~25 kDa molecular weight) can be isotopically resolved and the monoisotopic mass 

determined (Figures S7-S13). Isotopic distributions of the larger Hc (~50 kDa) would often 

remain unresolved and average mass would be reported (Figures S35-S37). Notably, Group 

1 reported TOF MS data with monoisotopic masses calculated for both chains, not only for 

the Lc (see mass assignment method description in Table S10).
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The 25 kDa mAb subunits obtained with structure-specific enzymes, similar to the Lc 

analysis discussed above, are well suited for high-resolution mass measurements.54,55,58 

Examples of MU MS results obtained for NIST mAb analysis with a TOF MS are presented 

in Figure 4.

Similarly, examples of MU MS results obtained for SiLuLite mAb analysis with Orbitrap 

FTMS can be consulted in Figure S40. For more details and other examples of experimental 

results, see Figures S38-S46.

The KGP/IdeS-digested samples were analyzed as provided (unreduced 100 kDa and 50 kDa 

subunits), or after reduction (and possibly alkylation) of the cysteine residues involved in 

disulfide bonds to produce three ~25 kDa subunits per mAb, Figure 1. Most of the groups 

analyzed the reduced subunits, and only one group alkylated the mAb chains, Table S12. As 

for the Lc and Hc mass measurements, when 25 kDa mAb subunits (Fd′, Fc/2, and Lc) are 

generated, monoisotopic masses can be derived (Figures S38-S46), but for the 50 kDa 

subunits both the average and the monoisotopic masses were deduced (Figures S47-S52).

Box-plots showing the mass measurement errors (expressed in ppm) for the subunits derived 

from mAb digestion with IdeS are shown in Figures S7-S13. Results are summarized for 

both reduced subunits (25 kDa) and nonreduced subunits (100 and 50 kDa). For instance, 

Figure S7 shows the box plots for the 25 kDa subunits (derived from all three mAbs) 

generated by reduction of the IdeS digestion products, aggregated according to the mass 

analyzer employed. Note that the mass measurement error was typically less than 1–2 ppm 

for all three mass analyzers when there was no misassignment of the monoisotopic peaks 

(vide infra), as exemplified by the median values reported in the box-plots. However, the 

mean mass measurement error calculated from all the reported values, still shows a 

signification variation, Table 1.

The average mass determination for the nonreduced (50 and 100 kDa, see Figure 1) subunits 

produced by IdeS digestion (and particularly the ~100 kDa F(ab)2 subunit, which was 

analyzed only by several groups), was achieved with less than 10 ppm mass measurement 

error (6.5 ppm for SiLuLite mAb, Figure S13), Table 1. Reduction of intramolecular S–S 

bonds, if it occurs during IdeS digestion, would result in mass shifts that should be 

incorporated when average masses are calculated for these large subunits. These mass shifts 

were not considered in this study for results reported in Figure S13.

Notably, the number of participants that analyzed the ~25 kDa reduced subunits (N = 9 for 

each antibody, Figures S7-S12) largely exceeds that of the groups that measured the larger, 

nonreduced subunits and specifically the ~100 kDa F(ab′)2 (N = 4–5 for each antibody, 

Figure S13), also see Table S12. On one hand, this difference may indicate that the mass 

measurements of >100 kDa proteins may not be routinely achievable. On the other hand, 

mass measurements of intact 150 kDa mAbs have been performed by more groups.

Glycoforms: Identity and Relative Quantitation.

N-linked glycans typically represent the most abundant PTMs present in mAbs.54,76 

Because of their important biological and structural role,79 these complex moieties should be 
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studied at multiple levels of mAb structural organization.54 Mass measurements of intact 

mAbs allow the verification of the pairing of N-linked glycans (i.e., by weighing intact mAb 

glycoforms or proteoforms), as well as the determination of their relative abundances, Figure 

3 and box plots in Figures S4-S13. MU MS is usually more sensitive and accurate than TD 

MS thanks to a decrease both in protein mass and structural complexity because the sources 

of heterogeneity (Fd′ and Fc/2 subunits in multiple modified forms) can be decoupled. This 

approach widens the list of glycans identified (Figures 3 and 4), especially if glycosylation 

occurs at noncanonical sites (e.g., lysine glycation).80 Glycation in recombinant mAbs refers 

to the nonenzymatic addition of monosaccharide (typically a hexose) at free amine groups.81 

Unlike the canonical N-glycosylation, glycation is believed to have minimal effect on target 

binding, but it contributes to sample heterogeneity and is a necessary target in quality 

control. Coupled with appropriate molecular mass deconvolution procedures, intact (TD) 

and MU MS are capable of producing extensive lists of glycoforms (Table S14). Here, we 

differentiate glycoforms similarly to the standard proteoform notation, for example, the 

same glycosylation modification on two proteins that differ only by the presence of the C-

terminal Lys residue would result in two distinct glycoforms (proteoforms).16

Figures S4-S6 show the mass measurement errors for each of the top three glycoforms of the 

intact mAbs, grouped by mass analyzer employed, namely Orbitrap FTMS, FT-ICR MS, and 

TOF MS. For example, for SiLuLite mAb, the vast majority of the mass measurements 

showed accuracy of ≤50 ppm (i.e., ≤8 Da) for each of the three most abundant glycoforms, 

namely G0F/G0F, G0F/G1F, and G1F/G1F (Figures S5 and S30). In line with these results, 

MU MS shows that the Hc subunit (Figure S35) and Fc/2 subunit (Figure S41) of SiLuLite 

mAb are predominantly G0F and G1F modified, with G0 and G2F present also in significant 

abundance, and with sialylated forms detected at the <1% relative abundance level. These 

findings are in line with the results of an in-depth TD/MD MS study reported in a recent 

paper.76 Similarly, the most abundant glycoforms for NIST mAb and trastuzumab were 

confirmed in a follow-up TD/MD MS study based on MALDI FT-ICR MS.82

Owing to the lower number of participants who reported mass measurement errors for the 

top three glycoforms of NIST mAb (Figure S4) and trastuzumab (Figure S6), a slightly 

broader variation in the mass accuracies was reported for the SiLuLite mAb (Figure S5). 

The latter observation, once again, highlights the importance of advanced training in 

experimental TD/MD MS. Box-plots showing the errors (expressed in ppm) of glycoform-

specific mass measurements for the IdeS-digested and disulfide bond reduced NIST mAb 

(Figure S9), SiLuLite mAb (Figure S10), and trastuzumab (Figure S11) are displayed by 

instrument and by proteoform (Supporting Information). A distribution of mass 

measurement errors for all subunits considered together reported for the most abundant 

proteoforms, is shown in Figure S12. The reported results indicate that mass measurements 

errors reported for TOF MS are consistently lower than for the FTMS instruments, Table 1. 

This rather unexpected result can be rationalized by, presumably, a substantially larger 

number of participants reporting results for FTMS measurements and in their broader 

experience level, compared to TOF MS results that were obtained only by high-level experts.

The glycosylation profile revealed by TD/MD MS (Table S14) can be compared with the 

results generated by the BU MS analysis of short (tryptic) glycopeptides (Table S15) or by 
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the analysis of isolated glycans prepared by enzymatic removal.83 A detailed comparison of 

Tables S14 (TD/MD MS data) and S15 (BU MS data) indicates that differences may be 

observed between minor glycoforms. For example, BU MS reports a minor, <1% relative 

abundance, G3F glycosylation for the NIST mAb, which is not reported by TD/MD MS. 

The latter may indicate that the glycoforms for intact mAbs reported as G1F/G2F, could be 

instead represented as G0F/G3F glycoforms. Furthermore, BU MS reports Man5 

glycosylation for all three mAbs at 1–2% relative abundance. Only a few TD/MD MS 

reports reported this glycosylation, for example, see Figure 3. Resolving minor glycoforms 

by TD/MD MS requires optimal operation parameters (e.g., desalting and desolvation), mass 

resolution, and data processing pipelines. Insufficient resolution/high spectral baseline noise 

may have rendered the minor glycoforms unreported in many of the TD/MD MS results. For 

example, results reported in Figure 3 that allowed detection of Man5/Man5 glycoform, have 

been generated by averaging of unprocessed FTMS data (time-domain transients) from 

multiple LC-MS technical replicates, see Tables S8-S10 for experimental details.59

To evaluate the relative quantitation of major glycoforms, we compared the TD/MD results 

at the intact mAb, Fc subunit, reduced heavy chain, and Fc/2 levels for the three mAbs. 

These data are further compared with those obtained at the peptide (BU) level, Figure 5. 

Overall, the distributions obtained for intact and MU mass measurements match well with 

those predicted from BU data, in particular for the reduced heavy chain and Fc/2. However, 

some differences between the intact protein and Fc measurements are observed. In Figure 

5a, the simulated profile was overall biased toward lower mass of total glycans compared to 

the profile measured at the intact protein level (i.e., average fractional abundances of 

G0F/G1F in NIST, G0F/G0F in SiLuLite, and G0F/G1F in trastuzumab are higher in BU 

measurements than in intact, and vice versa for G1F/G2F in the three mAbs). The 

differences between the simulated profile and the experimental data were smaller for Fc 

(Figure 5b). The same KGP-digested mAb sample also showed that the glycation level on 

the F(ab) (complementary subunit to Fc as shown in Figure 1) was shown to be 4–7% 

(standard deviation 1–2%, Table S16), which is higher than the expected level of 1–2% 

calculated from BU experiments (Table S15).

Assuming no significant loss of glycans during sample processing and ion manipulations, 

discrepancy in glycosylation levels among different methods may be attributed to two 

factors. First, ionization efficiencies of glycoforms (large glycoproteins) differ from those of 

corresponding glycopeptides, and, furthermore, glycosylation may induce changes in 

digestion efficiency that impacts BU but not intact/MU methods. Second, any potential 

preferred combinations of glycosylations would invalidate simulated distributions by 

randomly combining BU data. For example, the G2F/G2F glycoform in intact SiLuLite and 

G1F/G2F glycoform in trastuzumab (Figure 5a) appeared to be higher than in the simulated 

values from BU data. It is possible that the chain pairing is preferred between similar 

glycoforms instead of being purely random (for example, preferentially paring two Hc 

subunits both with G2F will favor formation of G2F/G2F). Because of limited data in the 

current study, we could not confirm if the discrepancy seen in Figure 5a is statistically 

significant. Overall, the distributions from intact/MU measurements were consistent with the 

simulated values from BU data (assuming random combination), suggesting that chain 

pairing is largely nonselective. Nonetheless, it is anticipated that such intact and MU 
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analyses will aid in characterizing chain pairing of bispecific antibodies. The information on 

PTM combinations cannot be easily retrieved from BU data.59,84,85

Amino Acid Sequence Coverage.

Obtaining 100% sequence coverage of mAb primary structure is desired to provide 

unambiguous and complete characterization.33,54 In practice, users may define a “100% 

sequence coverage” for BU and TD/MD approaches differently. It is widely accepted that 

the BU approach may deliver a 100% sequence coverage of mAbs (often through the use of 

multiple enzymes and MS/MS methods).26,29,30,86 That claim assumes that a complete mAb 

sequence will be confirmed by (overlapping) enzymatically derived peptides. However, not 

all of these peptides have tandem mass spectra with product ions covering the entire peptide 

backbone. In the TD/MD MS terminology, a 100% sequence coverage is achieved when 

protein backbone bonds between each pair of amino acids in a protein sequence are cleaved 

and at least one of the corresponding product ions is detected.46 In this respect, a complete 

sequence coverage of mAbs solely by TD or MD approaches has not yet been reported.53,68 

Nevertheless, TD/MD MS provides extensive sequence information, which can be 

instrumental in a mAb characterization strategy when combined with intact mass or BU data 

or with known mAb structural features (e.g., homologous series and constant regions).
57,87,88 The combination of MS/MS data with accurate mass measurements in TD/MD MS 

was demonstrated to achieve the required sequence confirmation and even curation in 

particular cases.33

As expected, the highest sequence coverage in this study was obtained by fragmenting the 

disulfide bond reduced 25 kDa mAb subunits, Figures 6 and S14-S26. Figure 6 shows that, 

on average, the sequence coverage obtained was 53%, 34%, and 51% for the Lc subunit; 

44%, 30%, and 40% for the Fd′ subunit; and 48%, 40%, and 45% for the Fc/2 subunit for 

NIST, SiLuLite, and trastuzumab mAbs, respectively. The wide range in the reported 

sequence coverages is due to a few reports that described a sequence coverage as low as 5% 

from, for example, MALDI ISD. On the other hand, other groups reported substantially 

higher sequence coverages by use of MALDI ISD, with the maximum sequence coverages 

among all MS/MS techniques reported for the SiLuLite’s Lc subunit (77%), Fd′ subunit 

(62%), and Fc/2 subunit (87%). Similarly, MALDI ISD yielded the highest sequence 

coverage for the Fc/2 subunit of trastuzumab (75%). Reporting such a broad distribution for 

the same MS/MS method may indicate a strong influence of experimental procedures (see 

Tables S8, S9, and S11). For example, detailed comparison of experimental details provided 

by groups 1, 15, and 21, which reported MALDI ISD results, suggests that higher sequence 

coverage of mAb subunits is provided when (i) IdeS digestion is employed together with a 

complete reduction of intrachain disulfide bonds, (ii) LC is employed to separate the 

subunits; and, potentially, and (iii) superdihydroxybenzoic acid (sDHB) is employed as a 

matrix. These conclusions are indicated by results presented in Figures 6 and S22-S24. The 

added value of point i is further supported by Figures S25 and S26.

Apart from MALDI ISD, the most comprehensive sequence coverage was provided by 

UVPD (88% for LC subunit of NIST mAb and 89% for the Fc/2 subunit of NIST), and a 

combination of CID with ETD enhanced by ion–ion proton transfer reactions or PTR (86% 
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for the Lc subunit and 66% for the Fd’ subunit of trastuzumab and 76% for the Fd′ subunit 

of the NIST mAb). Both MS/MS methods, CID and ETD, were performed in the linear ion 

trap (LTQ) of the 21 T FT-ICR MS platform.88 Figure 7 displays the rich tandem mass 

spectra obtained across a wide m/z range generated by the combination of ETD and PTR.

Despite the pronounced simplification of product ion distributions achieved by the PTR 

approach, which reduces the charge of the product ions to enhance their m/z separation, 

Figure 7 demonstrates a well-resolved but still complex pattern of overlapping isotopic 

distributions of product ions. Disentangling these product ion contributions can be 

particularly difficult, as exemplified in the related studies on TD/MD MS of mAbs for 

diverse MS/MS methods. 49-52,59,68,76,89

Examples of the sequence maps generated with TD/MD MS approaches in the current study 

are provided in Figures S60-S66. The total sequence coverage obtained for the ETD/PTR 

MS/MS data depicted in Figure 7 is one of the highest in the study, Figure 8.

Figure 8 further indicates a certain degree of complementarity in the sequence information 

obtained between ESI ETD MS/MS and ESI CID MS/MS. Namely, these results report 30 

common cleavage sites represented by c/b product ions and 25 common sites represented by 

z/y product ions, whereas the number of product ions specific to ETD MS/MS are 81 for c-

ions and 75 for z-ions and those specific to CID MS/MS are 11 for b-ions and 11 for y-ions. 

Similarly, integrating data from ESI UVPD MS/MS, MALDI ISD MS/MS, and ESI ETD 

MS/MS spectra leads to an increased sequence coverage and more confident 

characterization, Figure 9.

Note that a narrow (a single charge state) or wide (multiple charge states) precursor ion 

isolation could be performed for ETD MS/MS experiments, whereas there is no precursor 

ion isolation in MALDI ISD. The latter renders LC separation of mAb subunits prior to 

MALDI ISD analysis essential. Notably, ETD MS/MS analysis was complementary to 

MALDI ISD because it frequently extends the coverage of product ions toward the termini. 

For example, the MALDI ISD product ion ladder from a TOF MS would typically begin 

with c8/y8 or larger product ions, whereas the ETD TOF MS/MS sequence coverage 

reported here shows the following pattern: (i) Fc/2 subunit, readout from c2 and (z4 + 1); (ii) 

Fd′ subunit, readout from c2 and (z2 + 1); and (iii) Lc subunit, readout from c4 and (z9 + 1), 

Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Here, notation “zn + 1” refers to one of the possible product ion types in ETD MS/MS. 

Similar observations were reported for MALDI ISD (zn + 2 type ions) and for ETD MS/MS 

measurements performed by FT-ICR MS.82 The “sequence validation percentage”, or SVP, 

approach employed here by group 1 was originally introduced to improve the interpretation 

of TD/MD sequencing data compared to sequence coverage alone.33 It uses parametrized 

conditions to obtain a metric for the percentage of the analyzed sequence that could be 

validated based on the available data. For example, the SVP method considers sequence gaps 

as validated if (i) sequence readout starts before or at the 10th (or another user-defined 

number) amino acid residue from the N- or C- terminus of a given chain, (ii) internal gaps 

are attributed to Pro-containing moieties, such as …PX… or …PPX…; or (iii) other internal 
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gaps, say, two amino acid residues long, are immediately followed by an at least equally 

long sequence tag.33 Below we describe results from MALDI ISD sequencing, which, 

although is less common than ETD/CID approaches, has demonstrated promise for mAb 

analysis.33,57,82,84

The LC-free MALDI ISD approach applied to an intact mAb leads to a tandem mass 

spectrum integrating ISD mass spectra from both mAb Hc and Lc chains. Typically, amino 

acid readouts are shorter compared to the off-line LC-separated IdeS/KGP-derived subunits 

and no Fc glycosylation is covered by this approach. In the current study, MALDI ISD 

performed by off-line LC separation in conjunction with MALDI-TOF MS yielded sequence 

coverage typically exceeding 70% for all subunits, with the highest value for the Lc of 

SiLuLite mAb being ~87%; Figures 10 and S62.

The analysis of the trastuzumab, SiLuLite, and NIST mAb Fc/2 subunits yielded 75/77/77% 

sequence coverage, respectively, in addition to Fd′ 58/62/71%, and Lc 77/87/77%. Thus, an 

average sequence coverage of 74 ± 8% was observed in the three analyses from LC-MALDI 

ISD as reported by group 1. For example, as a result of LC-MALDI ISD sequencing of the 

NIST mAb IdeS-derived subunits, up to 80–100 residues from both the N- and C-termini 

toward the subunit center were confirmed (Figure 10). Generally, ~7–10 terminal residues 

were not directly observed in the low-mass background region in MALDI ISD mass spectra. 

The match was considered as valid (match rules were parametrized in BioPharma Compass 

software)33 if the downstream product ions were consistently observed, as detailed above for 

the rules employed by the SVP approach. In the case of SiLuLite mAb, the Lc subunit was 

largely sequenced, with the only gap between residues 109–113. Similarly, for the Fd′ 
subunit, sequence was largely confirmed, except for residues between positions 89–147. 

However, for both Lc and Fd′, additional modifications or sequence variations can be 

excluded based on the mass measurements, which all agree with the calculated masses of the 

fully reduced subunits. In the case of the Fc/2 subunit, the sequence was confirmed for the 

C-terminus lysine-loss proteoform (lysine clipping). Residues 98–124 were not directly 

covered, and thus modifications/sequence variations in this region could not be ruled out. 

However, as for Lc and Fd′ subunits, the complementary intact and MU MS data are in 

agreement with the absence of such variations. These MALDI ISD TOF MS sequencing 

results can be compared with the follow-up report that employed a higher-resolution MS 

instrument, namely, 12 T FT-ICR MS.82

CDRs Sequencing.

CDRs represent the variable domains of mAbs. They contribute to the unique antigen-

binding properties of mAbs, distinguishing various mAbs from each other.54 As a result, 

complete sequencing of CDRs is one of the CQAs for mAb structural analysis. The mAbs 

considered here are of the IgG1 isotype and thus each of them has three CDRs in both the Lc 

and Hc subunits (Table S1).

BU MS is currently the method of choice for CDR sequencing.29 It can provide 100% 

sequence coverage of all CDRs, especially if de novo sequencing is not needed, as was the 

case with the present study. To obtain benchmarking results, three groups participating in the 

current study were tasked to perform BU MS in addition to TD/MD MS approaches. For the 
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three mAbs employed in this study, a conventional BU approach provided 100% sequence 

coverage for all CDRs. For example, group 16 obtained 100% sequence coverage for all 

CDRs in all three mAbs by employing Lys-C for digestion. Group 24 employed a mixture of 

3 enzymes (trypsin, Glu-C, and chymotrypsin) to digest the mAbs and obtained 100% 

sequence coverage for all CDRs except one (CDR3 in the NIST mAb Hc).

TD/MD MS sequencing of CDRs follows the same pattern described for general sequencing: 

the Lc CDRs were on average better covered than those belonging to the Fd′ (or the Hc). In 

particular, CDR3 of the Fd′ was sometimes poorly covered; for example, group 10 reported 

zero backbone bonds cleaved for trastuzumab’s CDR3 and only one backbone bond cleaved 

for the NIST mAb’s CDR3 based on the MD MS/MS of mAb subunits with an Orbitrap 

FTMS platform. Conversely, the CDR1 and CDR2 of trastuzumab and NIST mAb were on 

average characterized with ~50% of the bonds cleaved, as reported by the same group. 

Group 8 employed a 21 T FT-ICR MS to extensively sequence mAb subunits, with mass 

spectral data and sequence coverage map examples shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 

With regard to the CDR coverage reported in Figure 8 for the Lc of SiLuLite mAb, a total of 

11 bonds out of 13 were cleaved for CDR1, 5 out of 6 for CDR2 and all bonds were cleaved 

for CDR3. LC-MALDI ISD TOF MS of the reduced NIST mAb (Lc + Hc mixture) 

sequenced four out of six CDRs (group 1). When the same approach was applied to the 

IdeS-derived subunits of NIST mAb, five out of six CDRs were confirmed with relatively 

high, >85%, sequence coverage for 3 CDRs on the Lc and 2 CDRs on the Fd’ domain 

(Figure 11). In summary, together with the achievable low ppm mass accuracy for mass 

measurements of mAb subunits (IdeS digestion followed by disulfide bond reduction), the 

combination of both MD and BU approaches leaves little uncertainty about the correctness 

of the given sequence in general and of CDRs in particular.

The CDRs of the Hc and Lc subunits were similarly covered and highly sequenced with 

MALDI ISD implemented on a 15 T FT-ICR MS, Figures 9 and S66. Briefly, the following 

results were reported: for the Hc subunit, 100% (8 out of 8 bonds cleaved) sequence 

coverage of CDR1, 88% (7 out of 8 bonds cleaved) sequence coverage of CDR2, and 86% 

(12 out of 14 bonds cleaved) sequence coverage of CDR3; and for the Lc subunit, 100% (8 

out of 8 bonds cleaved) for CDR1, 83% (5 out of 6 bonds cleaved) for CDR2, and 78% (7 

out of 9 bonds cleaved) for CDR3.

Overall, sequence analysis of the 50 kDa subunits of trastuzumab based on MALDI ISD 

MS/MS shows that the CDR coverage follows what was also observed for the disulfide-

protected Lc and Fd′ subunits obtained by IdeS proteolysis. The MS/MS analysis of the 

larger subunits, for example, 100 kDa F(ab′)2 subunits generated by IdeS proteolysis 

without disulfide bond reduction, shows the importance of high order structure (retained in 

the gas phase mainly due to the presence of disulfide bridges) for any MS/MS approach 

employed.51 These results are rationalized by considering that the CDR3 is located in the 

disulfide-free loop approximately at the center of each F(ab′)2 chain, and correlates with the 

prior reports on TD MS of intact mAbs.49-51
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■ DISCUSSION

Performance Evaluation of Middle/Top-Down Approaches.

The results reported above demonstrate an overall correlation between the analytical 

performance and mAb structural information obtained here and the TD/MD MS reports 

published to date (see Introduction). The mass measurements of intact mAbs and their 

subunits are critical in providing knowledge on the mAb structural integrity, a feature which 

cannot be directly revealed by BU approaches.

This study further emphasizes that care should be taken when calculating molecular weights 

of mAbs and their subunits. In particular, these calculations have to take into account the 

state (oxidized or reduced) of all disulfide bonds (Tables S5-S7). The risk of misassignments 

of the monoisotopic peak for 50–100 kDa subunits increases compared to 25 kDa subunits. 

Misassignment can increase the mass errors by multiples of about ±1 Da.45 Furthermore, 

peak interferences due to partially reduced mAb subunits are common and should be 

prevented by thorough reduction methods or considered during data analysis.33 The 

molecular weight determination of 25 kDa mAb subunits can drastically reduce this 

shortcoming, as seen with the IdeS or KGP approach (with disulfide bond reduction) and the 

disulfide-bond reduced mAb data set analysis. However, even monoisotopic mass 

measurements of 25 kDa based on state-of-the-art MS instruments can provide mass 

measurement errors exceeding 10 ppm (Figure S7). Among the origins for these errors are 

(i) incomplete reduction of disulfide bonds of intact mAbs or mAb subunits after IdeS/KGP 

digestion, (ii) misassignment of monoisotopic mass upon deconvolution,45 and (iii) reporting 

of average mass instead of monoisotopic mass. Let us consider these sources of errors in 

more detail.

Several proteoforms of mAb subunits exhibiting a different number of oxidized/reduced 

disulfide bonds can often be observed in the same MU/MD MS experiment. Therefore, the 

appropriate precursor ion mass needs to be considered for peak annotation (Tables S5-S7). 

In the current study, most of the groups reported monoisotopic masses of 25 kDa mAb 

subunits in which all disulfide bonds were reduced. Fewer groups reported results for 

precursor ions with all (two) disulfide bonds intact (mass difference of about 4 Da). One 

group reported results for subunits with a single intact disulfide bond (mass difference of 2 

Da). Once the precursor mass was corrected for an appropriate number of disulfide bonds 

reduced/oxidized, the mass measurement errors were generally within 1–2 ppm (Figure S7). 

However, the reported results demonstrate high variation of the mass measurement errors, 

significantly increasing the mean mass measurement errors even for high-performance 

FTMS instruments, Table 1. The misassignment of a monoisotopic mass as a result of the 

deconvolution procedure remains a common problem. The submitted results exhibited both 1 

and 2 Da shifts toward lighter or heavier experimentally obtained masses, which resulted in 

significant mass measurement errors. These errors could be due to erroneous outcomes of 

deconvolution algorithms applied to statistically poorly represented isotopic envelopes of 

multiply charged protein precursor ions.

For glycan profiling, the general approach was to measure the masses of the intact mAb or 

IdeS/KGP-digested mAbs, with or without disulfide bond reduction. The difference between 
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the expertise levels of participants was apparent: a few groups were able to provide more 

information on intact proteoforms than just the typical N-linked glycosylation, C-terminal 

Lys clipping, or N-terminal formation of pyroglutamate (pyro-Q or pyro-E). Subunit-level 

glycoform profiling brings an additional benefit of separating the Fc/2 subunit with the 

expected N-linked glycosylation from the Fd′ and Lc subunits. This profiling aids in 

confirming the expected modifications or revealing unexpected glycosylation modifications 

on other than the Fc/2 subunits.57 In the mAb samples employed in the current study, most 

of the glycosylation modifications are located in the conserved site on Fc/2, whereas 

glycation sites (Hex) were detected in the Lc and Fd′ at a few percent by MU and BU 

experiments (Tables S15 and S16). The latter is normally related to the use of enzymes, for 

example, EndoS or IgGZERO, for removing the glycans during sample preparation.90 

Similarly, it is also known that the integrated BU and MU approach can be useful in 

detecting O-HexNAc modification in the hinge region of some mAbs, which was not the 

case here.91,92

The reported maximum sequence coverages for diverse MS/ MS methods for both TD and 

MD MS/MS approaches correlate well with the current literature on this subject. For 

example, in addition to ETD with PTR and multiple fills of the C-trap (Figure S57), one of 

the higher sequence coverages was obtained by 193 nm UVPD for the reduced Fc/2 subunit 

of the NIST mAb (89%) performed with an Orbitrap FTMS instrument (Figure S61). 

Different ion activation methods have shown a good degree of complementarity for the 

characterization of mAb subunits (see fragmentation maps integrating CID and ETD in 

Figure 8, as well as UVPD, ETD, and MALDI ISD in Figure 9).

Overall, TD/MD MS results are reliable if a significant length of sequence tag, more than 2–

3 amino acids, is obtained, and they are further strengthened by complementary product ions 

(from both ends of a protein sequence). Individually matching product ions, ones that do not 

form sequence tags with other product ions, are questionable and may not be suitable to 

confirm or reject sequence assignments. It is apparent that achieving maximum sequence 

coverages necessitates a high level of expertise in TD/MD MS/MS practice, which was 

reflected by the wide spread of sequence coverages reported here (Figures S14-S26). 

Nevertheless, the results of this study show that achieving complete sequence coverage for 

all CDRs for the same mAb by use of TD/MD MS even by the expert users was not always 

possible (Figures 7-9).

The strength of the 50–100 kDa subunit mass measurement approach perhaps lies not so 

much in the best possible accuracy of the mass determination but in its ability to provide 

chain pairing information via linking Lc and Fd′ subunits to each other, among other uses.59 

Clearly, MS/MS data obtained from these larger 50–100 kDa disulfide bond-linked subunits 

are less suitable for full sequence confirmation but can be useful to assess subunit 

extremities. On the other hand, these conclusions could be a consequence of the fact that, as 

shown by this study, TD/MD MS analysis of these larger subunits is not as widely practiced 

by the participating laboratories as intact mAb or smaller subunit analysis. Nevertheless, the 

large mAb subunits may provide information complementary to intact mass measurements 

and to MS/MS data, for example when obtaining smaller subunits is prohibited because of 

sample stability not supporting additional sample processing.
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An equally formidable challenge is the identification and assignment of the anticipated 

dozens or hundreds of internal ions (i.e., fragment ions that do not contain the known N- or 

C-terminus of the protein) in the MS/MS spectra. Not only are these ions difficult to assign, 

but they also have the potential to increase the false discovery rate and congest the already 

dense mass spectra created upon fragmentation of subunits or intact proteins. Despite these 

hurdles, internal ions could offer an additional rich source of structural information if their 

data content could be mined.93,94

For PTM analysis, MD and TD MS may complement BU MS results and increase the 

confidence in their identification by deciphering their origins (i.e., sample preparation vs 

naturally occurring) and their relative stoichiometry. Overall, the modifications observed for 

the three mAbs were among the most commonly detected in all mAbs-Lys clipping, N-

terminal pyro-Glu, and N-linked glycosylation. TD/MD MS revealed Lys clipping on the C-

termini of both trastuzumab and NIST mAb, with about 3.1–3.4% glycation of the Lc of 

SiLuLite mAb. The Fc/2 subunits of all mAbs expectedly contained the truncated glycans 

resulting from the IgGZERO digestion (deglycosylation) at Asn300 (Asn61 after IdeS 

digestion, see Table S1).

The selected mAbs represent the three possible cases for pyroglutamate formation at the N-

terminus. The two amino acids that can spontaneously cyclize when present at the N-

terminus are glutamic acid (Glu) and glutamine (Gln). In the mAbs targeted in the present 

study, SiLuLite mAb contains both Gln on the N-terminus of the Lc and Glu on the N-

terminus of the Hc; whereas NIST mAb has a Gln on the N-terminus of the Hc and 

trastuzumab has a Glu on its Hc (Table S1). The results reported here allowed for the 

assignment of all three mAbs to their corresponding incidence of pyro-Glu/Gln 

modification. Clearly, pyro-Gln (or pyro-Q) formation was present in significantly higher 

amounts compared to pyro-Glu (pyro-E) modification. For example, the Lc of SiLuLite 

mAb was found to be about 94% pyroglutamylated (pyro-Q). The calculated masses with 

pyro-Glu and pyro-Gln modifications for intact mAbs and their subunits are listed in Tables 

S5-S7.

■ FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND OUTLOOK

On the basis of the reports obtained in the present study and from the literature, the current 

set of conventional approaches for mAb characterization entails (Figure 2 and Tables S11 

and S12): (i) sample introduction and ionization, direct ESI infusion or MALDI sample 

deposition, online LC-MS and LC-MS/MS with ESI or LC-MALDI ISD, or off-line LC-MS 

and LC-MALDI ISD; (ii) mass spectrometry, MS and MS/MS following the best practices in 

the corresponding methods and techniques, with use of a single MS/MS method in its 

conventional implementation (vide infra); and (iii) data processing, deconvolution of MS 

and MS/MS data for further data analysis. As a few reports have demonstrated, this set of 

approaches can be efficiently complemented with advanced methods to deliver increased 

performance, including greater sequence coverage.

The following advanced methods appear to be of particular interest, and could be more 

widespread in the future: (i) sample introduction and ionization, providing complementary 
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solution-phase separation of proteins using capillary electrophoresis (CE); (ii) mass 

spectrometry, increasing population of product ions by multiple fills of the external ion traps 

(such as the C-trap in Orbitraps), gas-phase fractionating of overlapping ion populations 

using ion mobility, spreading the condensed product ion distribution in a wider mass range 

by use of gas-phase ion–ion PTR to reduce the average charge state of product ions (see 

Figure 7),95,96 unfolding precursor ions to facilitate product ion separation via precursor ion 

activation,97 and considering complementary and chimeric product ion data obtained from 

multiple MS/MS methods or from the same MS/MS method performed with different 

experimental parameters; and (iii) data processing, assigning isotopic envelopes of product 

ions without mass spectra deconvolution and increasing sensitivity and dynamic range via 

averaging unreduced data from LC-MS/MS technical replicates.51,59 These advanced 

approaches aim to reduce the complexity of both mAb precursor and tandem mass spectra 

by an improved solution-phase and gas-phase fractionation, accompanied by increased 

sensitivity via enhancing the number of precursor and product ions or by acquiring more 

data. All of the approaches mentioned above have been employed by the participants of the 

present study but only by 1–2 groups in each case. Therefore, wider distribution and 

acceptance of these advanced methods has yet to be achieved.

A more viable combination of MS methods for mAb analysis today in many laboratories is 

afforded by a conventional BU CID/HCD-based approach (with trypsin, complemented by 

chymotrypsin digestion, if needed) integrated with intact mAb measurements and MU MS 

of mAb subunits produced by IdeS digestion and disulfide bond reduction.98 To provide 

sequencing and PTM information on mAbs, the complementarity of MS/MS methods 

suggests usage of a CID-type method, for example, HCD, with a radical-chemistry driven 

MS/MS approach, for example, ETD, EThcD, or UVPD. Adding MALDI ISD sequencing 

appears to be attractive for mAb analysis. Potentially, a single MS platform should be able to 

perform efficient BU, MD (for example with IdeS and other enzymes) and intact mass 

measurement on whole mAbs (low resolution) and MU on subunits (high resolution). 

However, based on the experience of this project, this strategy is not trivial. Standardization 

of reporting and data analysis software is necessary. If BU data and TD/MD MS data can be 

more effectively integrated, some of the lower magnitude peaks in TD/MD mass spectra will 

be more proficiently assigned. In turn, this integration will inform how the pieces detected in 

BU assemble as a whole. Therefore, further software development is needed to enable data 

integration. For example, group 17 performed extensive BU MS studies of SiLuLite, 

employing four enzymes and two different MS/MS methods, HCD and ETD (Table S13). 

Nevertheless, they were not able to provide 100% sequence coverage for the Hc of SiLuLite, 

even by combining sequencing information from all four employed enzymes and despite 

applying advanced bioinformatics approaches.72 A completely unsequenced region was 

found to be part of a Hc above the hinge region with the sequence DYFPEPVTVSW. On the 

other hand, MD MS data for the same sequence region of SiLuLite performed on the Fd′ 
subunit show complete sequence coverage of this region (see, for example, Figure S5 in a 

report by Ge and co-workers).76 Therefore, integration of BU MS and MD MS data could 

provide 100% sequence coverage for SiLuLite mAb. Interestingly, BU MS-derived 100% 

sequence coverage for the Hc subunit was reported only by one group and only for 

trastuzumab (Tables S13 and S15).
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In the present study, many of the figures submitted by the participants displayed manually 

annotated mass spectra, which indicates that an extensive effort is still required to derive 

structural conclusions from raw data. Automation of data analysis with no loss in accuracy is 

evolving with the recent developments of both open source and commercial software 

workflows for biopharma applications.33 Recent advancements in algorithms for data 

analysis of protein mass spectra aim at more accurate peak assignment (for accurate 

monoisotopic or average mass calculation),99 as well as improved deconvolution of complex 

product ion mass spectra and attempts to perform de novo TD MS sequencing.100

In principle, TD/MD MS could be integrated into the next generation MAM workflows, 

which presently employ BU-derived methods. TD/MD MS could be beneficial for MAM by 

reducing labor involved in sample preparation and minimizing the risk of artifacts. In fact, 

intact mass measurements are already a part of MAM approaches accepted in 

biopharmaceutical industry, with MU approaches being under evaluation.7 For these 

approaches to be fully accepted, mass tolerance settings (e.g., <0.3 Da or <12 ppm at 25 

kDa) could be used as analytical criteria to reliably distinguish target mAb structures from, 

for example, deamidated species. Nevertheless, extensive efforts to increase sample 

throughput of TD/MD MS, automate data acquisition, and develop specialized software are 

needed to integrate the full capabilities of TD/MD MS into MAM workflows. Standard 

reference materials, such as the commercially available and analyzed here NIST and 

SiLuLite mAbs, can be used to establish system suitability that is similarly required for 

regulatory approval of BU analysis.101

■ CONCLUSIONS

This comparative interlaboratory study highlights the value of readily available TD/MD MS 

tools for mAb structural analysis. The wide diversity in the instrumentation and methods 

employed by the 20 partner laboratories of this project captures the current state of TD/MD 

MS, that is, there is no “one size fits all.” Compared to the techniques and instruments used 

for BU, TD/MD, approaches are still very much in development. However, the potential for 

higher performance protein analysis in the future is clearly apparent as instrumentation 

capabilities improve, and advanced TD/MD methods become more widely available. 

Already today, many of the TD/MD tools are accepted by analytical departments in various 

CROs, pharma/biotech companies, and service facilities in academic institutions worldwide.

Although mAb sequence coverage from MS/MS data is currently less than 100% for either 

MD or TD MS, information complementary to BU approaches is obtained in a more rapid 

fashion, which may be crucial or beneficial for comprehensive and unambiguous mAb 

characterization. Particularly, mass measurements of intact mAbs (part of TD MS) and 

structural subunits of mAbs (MU MS) are an important complement to BU approaches. On 

the other hand, the present study also uncovered the wide range of expertise levels found 

among the participants for TD/MD MS protein characterization. Clearly, there is a need for 

advanced training of the analytical scientists performing complex MS-based experiments, 

such as denaturing and native TD/MD MS of mAbs.27
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Interestingly, less popular compared to the ESI-based approaches nowadays, the MALDI-

based ISD fragmentation approach performed on either TOF or FT-ICR MS instruments has 

demonstrated a particularly attractive efficiency for mAb sequencing.82 These results may 

establish the ground-work for the use of MALDI-based methods for mAb structural analysis 

and lead to the wider acceptance of TD and MD methods in the industrial environment. That 

would be in-line with the success of another MALDI-based technology, where MALDI TOF 

MS is routinely used for microorganism identification via intact mass measurements in 

many hospitals and healthcare organizations worldwide.102

As demonstrated by several groups in this study, there is a strong potential for further 

development of TD/MD MS techniques that would result in their improved sequencing 

efficiency and wider acceptance. Reported here are extensions of the standard TD and MD 

methods, including ETD with multiple fills, CID, ETD and UVPD coupled with PTR, and 

interexperiment averaging of unreduced (raw) multiple LC-MS/MS technical replicates,59 

that can be among the methods available for implementation in routine workflows. Ion 

activation techniques, such as UVPD and in-beam ECD,53 could gain wider use for mAb 

characterization. The arsenal of MS/MS technologies available today may be further 

extended by the development of novel methods specifically targeting TD MS of large 

proteins and protein complexes, such as surface induced dissociation (SID)103 or hydrogen 

atom attachment to precursor protein ions in the gas phase.104

The original wide scope of the present interlaboratory study was to provide a broad overview 

of the field as currently practiced. Future studies could monitor the progress of TD/MD MS 

as the technologies advance. Also, follow-up studies could focus on more targeted topics 

related to TD/MD MS of mAbs, for example ADC analysis.105-107
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Figure 1. 
Structural organization of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) of immunoglobulins G (IgG1) type 

and enzymatically/chemically assisted structure-specific generation of mAb subunits (25, 

50, and 100 kDa). Highly specific enzymes considered here are IdeS (FabRICATOR) and 

KGP (GingisKHAN).
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Figure 2. 
Summary of the experimental methods used by the participants for TD/MD (a total of 20 

participants). The percent of participants who have used specific methods for (a) sample 

introduction; infusion and online LC refer to ESI approaches, (b) MS instrumentation, (c) 

MS/MS, and (d) data analysis (where “commercial” refers to nonvendor third-party 

software, and “vendor” are software tools provided by the instrument manufacturers) are 

shown in bar graphs. Many groups used more than one method.
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Figure 3. 
Example of intact mAb average mass measurements: ESI Q Exactive HF Orbitrap FTMS of 

intact SiLuLite mAb (group 19). Shown are the charge state distribution (left panel), 

expanded view into a selected charge state (middle panel), and a deconvolved mass spectrum 

(right panel). Deconvolution performed by use of UniDec software. Glycoform annotation 

follows standard rules.71,76 For more details and examples of experimental results, see 

Figures S30-S34 and Tables S8-S10.
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Figure 4. 
MU approach examples for subunit mAb isotopically resolved mass measurements: ESI 

maXis II QTOF MS of 25 kDa subunits (Lc, Fd′, and Fc/2) of NIST mAb obtained by IdeS 

digestion and TCEP reduction of S–S bonds (group 1). Shown are (top panel) LC-MS 

elution profiles, with the most abundant glycoforms labeled on top of each elution peak; 

(middle panel) deconvolved mass measurements of glycoforms of Fc/2 subunit; and (bottom 

panels) example of a deconvolved baseline-resolved isotopic envelope of a glycoform Fc/2-

Lys obtained with accurate isotopic distributions (calculated isotopic pattern is overlaid in 

red) and dynamic range spanning 2 orders of magnitude. The calculated monoisotopic mass 

value is given in Da. All monoisotopic neutral mass assignments were obtained by the 

SNAP algorithm following MaxEnt deconvolution. Proteo/glycoforms annotations are as 

defined in the BioPharma Compass method.71
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Figure 5. 
Relative quantitation of major glycoforms at the (a) intact mAb level, (b) Fc from KGP 

digestion, (c) intact Hc after mAb reduction, and (d) Fc/2 from IdeS digestion with disulfide 

bond reduction for the 3 mAbs (open bars with black border). The “N” in the legend 

indicates the number of groups with corresponding TD/MD MS data, and the standard 

deviations are shown as error bars. The relative abundances were normalized to the selected 

major glycoforms labeled in the plots. The relative abundances from peptide mapping were 

overlaid as red bars, which are calculated based on the glycopeptide relative abundances of 

the conserved Asn300 in Fc and glycation (assuming only one glycation). For data 

comparison with the intact protein and the Fc region (contains two glycosylation sites) the 

relative abundances at the peptide level (group 16) were paired to generate a simulated 

profile of glycoforms assuming random combination.
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Figure 6. 
Fragmentation method-classified sequence coverage in % for IdeS-digested NIST, SiLuLite, 

and trastuzumab mAbs obtained for disulfide bond reduced mAbs (data from all mAbs are 

shown together, grouped by MS/MS method and mAb subunit type). The corresponding 

mAb-specific data are shown in Figures S21-S23.
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Figure 7. 
Example of an MD MS application to mAb analysis: sequencing of a light chain of SiLuLite 

mAb with a 21 T ESI FT-ICR MS employing ETD/PTR MS/MS (group 8). The inset shows 

an expanded view of a tandem mass spectrum with isotopic envelopes of product ions 

assigned and color coded for facile visualization.
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Figure 8. 
Total sequence coverage of 85% achieved for the analysis of the disulfide bond-reduced light 

chain of SiLuLite mAb with a 21 T ESI FT-ICR MS (group 8), based on middle-down 

MS/MS (combination of results from two tandem mass spectra). Included are product ions 

identified from CID/PTR MS/MS (10 transients averaged, b/y-ions, cleavage sites shown in 

blue) and of ETD/PTR MS/MS (10 transients averaged, c/z-ions, cleavage sites shown in 

red).
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Figure 9. 
Comparison of sequence coverage (represented by sequence tags) and individual backbone 

cleavage sites obtained with ESI UVPD, ESI ETD, and MALDI ISD MS/MS for the Lc of 

trastuzumab. Included data are from groups 9 (ETD), 14 (UVPD), and 21 (MALDI ISD). 

See Figures S35, S39, and S41 for more details.
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Figure 10. 
Example of an MD MS mAb analysis: sequencing of the NIST mAb Lc after 

chromatographic separation with a Bruker rapifleX MALDI-TOF MS based on MALDI ISD 

MS/MS. (Top panel) MALDI ISD mass spectrum. Product ion types a, c, y, and z + 2 were 

assigned. Monoisotopic peak list was obtained by usage of the SNAP algorithm for singly 

charged ions. (Bottom panel) Expanded view of the full range mass spectrum exhibiting 

baseline resolution of isotopic distributions. Additional expanded views are in Figure S59.
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Figure 11. 
Example of an MD MS application for mAb analysis: sequencing of NIST mAb Lc with a 

Bruker rapifleX MALDI-TOF MS based on MALDI ISD MS/MS (see Figure 10). 77% 

sequence coverage with matching N- and C-terminal product ions (red bricks) was obtained 

(CDRs are shown in gray). Yellow bricks indicate accepted gaps when sequence calculations 

are performed by use of the “sequence validation percentage” approach.33
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